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The Planned Destruction Of
The White Race
Part 1- 4.
by
K. R. McKilliam B.A. Hons
The white Caucasoid race, especially that section who settled in NW
Europe, are the most intelligent of all the races.
Their intelligence, skills and energy have created the whole of modern
technology. They are the producers of real wealth from raw materials.
Just take a World Map and see which countries have high standards of
living and do not have mass poverty, illnesses, degradation and squalor.
The 'aliens' (Khazar Jews), who settled in Europe, the British Isles and
beyond, have used the creativity of our race to gather to themselves our
profits, by means of USURY - the lending of purchasing power, credit
money at compound interest. We are now in debt to international private
bankers and financiers to the tune of billions of dollars and never will be
able to pay back the principal together with the interest and as a result the
value of our currencies are continually declining.
THE MAIN THREAT TO OUR EXISTENCE AND FUTURE
NATION(S)IMMIGRATION AND INTEGRATION
Despite Margaret Thatcher's explosive speech "We are being swamped"
and the Tory Party's promise to stop immigration from the third world to
gain your vote, immigration from the coloured world continues at an
accelerated pace. No sooner had the Tory party gained power they began
allowing in thousands of ethnic Chinese - The Boat People - many of
whom gained their wealth providing the needs, moral and immoral, of the
United States troops in Vietnam.
The Daily Telegraph printed recently the report from the Home Office
that 19,000 immigrants were accepted for settlement for the first quarter
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of 1980. This is the highest number of immigrants, for the first quarter,
in four years.
About half a million Iranians have flooded into our country and when the
government demanded visas they went to Ireland and are now entering
with Irish passports. They finance themselves with the drugs they bring
in to further debauch the people of our nation and having settled in,
pretending to be students. They open up night clubs and live on ladies of
easy virtue.
In England and Wales overall proportion of births to New Commonwealth and Pakistan (NCWF) mothers as a proportion of all births rose
from 72 per thousand in 1970 to 78 per thousand in 1977 and 81 per
thousand in 1978; one birth in every twelve. In the individual London
boroughs the proportion continued to increase between 1977 and 1978:
In Brent it is 45% in Newham 38% In Lambeth 32% and in Greater
London as a whole it is 22% more than one birth in five.
WHY COLOURED IMMIGRATION?
Margaret Thatcher is only carrying out the instructions of the United
Nations Organization from whom all the old parties take their orders.
Once in power they are no longer responsible to the people who elect
them but to their international cosmopolitan bosses. The government
departments have a full quota of aliens, many using English names and
whose parents came into this country between the two world wars. They
ensure that the plans laid down for our national destruction are carried
out. Since we have signed the United Nations Charter the Privy Council
is bound to put into operation the provisions of the charter.
THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
The Charter says there will be 'international interbreeding' and the establishment of 'a 'uniform population throughout the world'. That there will
be a 'uniform educational system' and that it will work towards a 'one
world religion' -- i.e. Humanism. And that there will be a 'one world
police force' and a 'one world monetary system'.
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THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION IS MARXIST UNDER THE CONTROL OF KHAZAR JEWS
The British people have not been told that Marxist philosophy is behind
the government's racial and educational policies. Earl Marx (Moses
Mordecai Levi) was the son and grandson of Rabbis. The Charter of the
United Nations was drafted in great secrecy at Dumbarton Oaks by Alger
Hiss the chief planner and executor of the project who became secretary
general. Alger Hiss, a Khazar Jew, was a senior Communist agent in the
United States who was convicted and imprisoned for perjury in 1950 for
denying that he was an agent of the U.S.S.R.
He was assisted in drafting the charter by Andrei Gromyko, Soviet
Ambassador to Washington and now Soviet Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Gromyko stated, as reported in the Daily Telegraph. August 23rd 1958:
"Believe me, I sit here as one who helped to draft the U.N. Charter with
my own hands." In "Time" magazine, 16th August 1953 appeared a
speech by representative Usher Burdick of the American House of Representatives in which he stated: "Who were the principal movers at San
Francisco for this United Nations Charter? Who wrote the Charter? And
who had the most to do with shaping its provisions?
The answer is that the Russian Communists and Alger Hiss, a representative of our State Department, were the prime movers in arranging its
provisions. That is the same Alger Hiss who was convicted of Perjury
when he denied sending secret material to the Soviet Union representatives. Its very beginning gave this document a bad odour."
The UN emblem was designed by a U. S. government departmental head
- a secret Communist party member
Note the similarity between the emblem of the United Nations, the Soviet
Union and the State of Israel. (see three attachments)
A coincidence????
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David Ben Gurion in "Time" magazine, 16th August 1948 wrote: "The
United Nations is a Jewish (Talmudic) ideal." James P. Warburg, a
Khazar Jew and member of an influential banking family, arrogantly
proclaimed before the United States Senate on 17th February 1950: "We
shall have world government whether they like it or not. The only
question is whether world government will be achieved by conquest or
consent." The United Nations is therefore the prototype of world government with ministries such as the World Health Organization, the International Labour Organization, the United Nations Educational and
Scientific and Cultural Organization and so on. The United Nations is
staffed by Khazar Jews.
The Under Secretary for Politics and Security of the United Nations is a
Soviet citizen always appointed by the U.S.S.R. In the no-win wars of
Korea and Vietnam all military orders of the American generals had to be
submitted to this official for approval before they could be put into
operation and so the real enemy, International Communism, knew every
move of the American forces of the United Nations.
This was why the Americans always held back when the Communists
needed to regroup, bring up reserves or waited for supplies. This is why
General McArthur was relieved of his Command because he wanted to
finish the war by bombing the bridges over which the Chinese were
sending supplies to the North Koreans.
Many thousands of white Americans were killed or maimed in these
no-win wars. Hundreds of white Americans are still in the hands of
Chinese and North Koreans. The British Minister who ordered the British
Troops (the Gloucesters) to serve with the U.N. forces is responsible for
the death of our own kith and kin. While the Americans were fighting the
North Vietnamese, British cargo ships were unloading war materials for
the North Vietnamese at their port of Haiphong.
WHO ARE THESE KHAZAR JEWS? (www.khazaria.com)
Arthur Koestler, himself a Khazar Jew, has shown in his book "The
Thirteenth Tribe" that 88% of those calling themselves Jews today are not
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of Semite stock, not descended from Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, but are
Mongolian Turks who were converted to Judaism in the 7th and 8th
centuries by the decree of their ruler Bhulan. They were a race of slavers
and traders with their capital Itil on the shores of the Caspian Sea near the
modern city of Astrakhan.
This fact is verified in the Jewish Chronicle of the 9th of June 1978. page
21, In reviewing Koestler's book the final paragraph reads: "From the
fragmentary pieces of information historians may justifiably conjecture
that a substantial part, and perhaps the majority of Eastern Jews ‘ and
hence of world Jewry ‘ might be of Khazar and not of Semetic origin."
In the same article an exchange of letters in Hebrew between Hasdai Ibn
Shaprut, chief minister of the Sultan of Cordoba, Moorish Spain and
Joseph, King of the Khazars, written about A.D. 958 is referred to. Joseph
began by praising his ancestor Bhulan for converting his people to
Judaism. The Khazars claimed the status of THE CHOSEN RACE by
reason of their own covenant with the Almighty even though they are not
descended from Abraham's seed.
Joseph then proceeds to provide the genealogy of his own people.
Though a fierce "Jewish" nationalist proud of wielding the sceptre of
Judah. he can not and does not claim ancestry from Shem but from Noah's
son, Japheth, or more precisely from Japheth's grandsons Ashkenaz and
Togarmah, the ancestor of the Turkish tribes (see 38th and 39th Chapters
of Ezekiel).
Joseph writes in his letter: "We have found in the family register of our
fathers that Togarmah had ten sons and the names of the offspring are as
follows:‘ Uigur, Dursu. Avars. Huns. Basili. Tarniakh. Khazar, Zagora,
Bulgar and Sabir. We are the sons of Khazar the seventh."
These non-Hebrew people have adapted the exclusiveness of the Semite,
counting themselves 'THE CHOSEN RACE' and are their own Messiah.
They have adapted the Babylonian Talmud ("Rabbinical Writings" similar to chapters in the Qur'an. Don't believe me? Then check it out for
yourself!) as their own and upon this book are based the 'Protocols of the
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Learned Elders of Zion', their plan for the overthrow and destruction of
the Adamic race and the establishment of their world rule.
The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, No. III: "When the hour
strikes for our sovereign lord (satan) of all the world to be crowned, it is
with these same hands which will sweep everything that might be a
hindrance thereto. Ever since the time we have been leading the people
from one disenchantment to another, so that in the end they should turn
also from us in favour of that king despot of Zion whom we are preparing
for the world."
Kaufman Kohler in Systematic Theology of Judaism (Tamudism) says,
"The title of Messias is henceforth conferred on the people of Israel itself.
In the end, Israel, the suffering Messias, will become the peoples' Messias, victorious and crowned."
Dr. Joseph Klausner in The Messianic Idea in Israel, (Macmillan Company (New York 1955) wrote, "Thus the whole people Israel in the form of
the elect of the nations gradually became the Messiah of the world, the
redeemer of mankind."
They have got into their hands the power of the purse and issue the
purchasing power of the nations through their control of the Reserve
Banks, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.
Theodore Hertzl. A founder of modern Zionism, wrote in "The Jewish
State":- "When we Jews sink we become a revolutionary proletariat
(communistic) and when we rise, there arises also our terrible power of
the purse (capitalistic)." They have terrorized the real Semite and aim to
take over the whole earth by organized revolution, indoctrinating and
using the people who are their victims for this purpose.
War correspondent Douglas Reed in "Far and Wide," republished under
the title "Behind the Scenes," writes: "Political Zionism and Soviet
Communism both grew up side by side in Jewish areas of Czarist Russia,
within Jewish families living under the same roof..... the destructive
achievement, in both the Zionist and the Communist aspect came from
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Jews in the Russia of the Romanoffs: THAT IS THE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE.
The Khazar Jews who made those two great movements WERE NOT
SEMITES: on that point all qualified authorities agree; their forebears
never knew "The hills of your ancestors."
They were descendants of a Mongol-Turkish race converted to Judaism
(Talmudism) in the 7th century whose remote ancestors never trod
Palestinian soil ... Their two destructive exploits are astounding, considered as feats, like those of weight lifters, but still are less extraordinary
than the submission to them of leading Gentile politicians (and clergy,
teachers, union officials and newsmen) in the Christian West during the
last forty years ...The way in which this over lordship has been imposed
on the Christian West is wonderful and fascinating to study. It has all
been done so quickly and with such skill."
The Khazar Jews began coming into Britain in numbers in the 1880's
after one of their number, Hesia Helfman, had murdered the Czar Alexander II. Alexander had offended the Rothschilds by sending his fleet to
aid the Americans in their civil war. The Khazar Jew William Fishman
wrote in "The East End Radicals": "The religious and tribal communities,
led by the rabbis and centred on the synagogues and houses of study,
preserved islands of Jewish identity in a foreign sea. But the Jewish
Illuminati, the descendants of the 18th century enlightenment, the radicals of various strains such as the Marxists, rationalists and secularists
carried on the class war and the fight against autocracy from the heart of
the East End ghetto.
They were the same breed as the Jewish idealists who helped to make the
Russian Revolution before being devoured by Stalin (a national communist.) From London, Manchester, Paris and York they carried on their
plotting of the overthrow of Czarist Russia and the revolution in the
country which had given them sanctuary.
The next batch came in between the two wars. These were a more
educated bunch, all English speakers, who entered our places of learning,
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many changing their names. They gained teaching posts in our universities, colleges and schools and began the indoctrination of our people with
the new theories of Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Politics
and Education. They have infiltrated into all facets of our national life.
For example, one of their number is Ygael Gluckstein, founder of the
Socialist Workers
Party a Communist revolutionary who deceives us with the name Tony
Cliff. Gluckstein is now an Israeli citizen.
THE KHAZARS DECLARE WAR
The Khazar Jew, Rabbi Rabbinovitch stated at a special meeting of the
emergency council of European Rabbis in Budapest on January 12th
1952: "Our control commission, in the interests of peace and wiping out
interacial tension, will forbid the whites to cohabit with whites. The white
women must cohabit with members of the dark races, the white men with
black women. Thus the white race will disappear, for mixing the dark
with the white means the end of the white man and our most dangerous
enemy will become only a memory. We shall embark upon an era of
peace and plenty, the Pax Judiaca, and our race will rule undisputed over
a world of dark peoples.... we will openly reveal our identity with the
races of Africa and Asia."
This speech was recorded in full in the U.S. publication "Common Sense"
and reprinted in the September 1952 issue of the Canadian Intelligence
Service. Thus you see that with a few exceptions, every Khazar Jew is
working for the complete destruction of the White Race and they are
using "Jewry" as a device to gain world control.
Israel Cohen, a communist spokesman in England in 1912 wrote a book
"A Racial Programme for the Twentieth Century setting out communist
policy. The following is an extract from this book which was entered into
the U.S. Congressional Record for June 7th 1957 (page 7633). "We must
realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By
propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries
they have been oppressed by the whites, we can mould them to the
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programme of the Communist Party. In America, we aim for subtle
victory.
While inflaming the Negro minority against the whites, we will endeavour to instil in the whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of the
Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise in prominence in every walk of
life, in the professions and in the world of sport and entertainment. With
this prestige the Negro will begin a process which will deliver America
to our cause."
THE PLANNED DESTRUCTION OF THE WHITE RACE
Part 2
In the Jewish Encyclopaedia 1925 edition, page 3, it is stated that the
Khazar (Ashkenazim) traditionally came from the the Seir Mountains,
Mount Seir is in Edom, South of the Dead Sea. Therefore they are partly
Edomites (Esau is Edom, see Genesis 36:1). Volume V page 41 of the
Jewish Encyclopaedia states: "Edom is in modern Jewry" and this is
corroborated by the Encyclopaedia Biblica, Vol. 2, Col. 1187.
The Khazar Jews in the United States and in Europe are working together
for the complete destruction of the nations and more particularly of the
Anglo-Saxon-Celtic and allied nations and for the establishment of their
world government in the ruins.
Ever since 1918 they have built up the power of their vassal state the
Soviet Union, by supplying finance, technology blueprints and plans
filched from the West. Skilled workmen and technicians have been sent
to the Soviet Union by them to assist in these schemes and at the Khama
River the largest factory in the world for the building of military trucks
and tanks has been built capable of turning out 100,000 ten ton trucks a
year. The Moscow branch of the Chase Manhattan Bank (Rockefeller) is
at No. 1 Karl Marx Place. (Read "National Suicide" by Prof. Anthony
Sutton).
They have complete control of the world of finance, the international oil
companies and the international metal and mining companies. (Read
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"Tragedy and Hope" by Dr. Carol Quigley, "The Naked Capitalist" by
Cleon Skoussen, "The New Unhappy Lords" by A.K. Chesterton).
The activities in Rhodesia were to get control of the raw materials and
metals out of the hands of the elected white government and to place in
power a black government who would be more amenable to the International Financial Gangsters. One of the first to see Mugabe after independence, was Harry Oppenheimer, who controls (with Rothschild backing)
all the mining in Southern Africa. The slaughter by United Nations
Troops of the population in Katanga was due to infighting over mineral
rights between the Rothschilds and the Rockefellers. (Read "The Fearful
Masters" by G. Edward Griffon). They are now pressing on with their
attack on "economically" white ruled South Africa. They could not care
less about the blood of white and blacks that will be spilt there. It is
complete power that they are after.
They are in complete control of the Soviet Union and all Communist
states of Europe. They are in control of the Executive of the United States
of America and finance and influence all aspirants to the Presidency who
will have their Khazar Jew adviser. The Khazar Jew adviser to Governor
Reagan is a Mr. Casper Weinberger. They control the Israeli State and if
there were no Arab threat there would be a civil war there between the
"Khazar" (Askenazi) and the Sephardic Jews.
They have a very strong influence in the government of Great Britain and
of all the Anglo-Saxon Celtic and allied nations. Harold Wilson elevated
many of them to our House of Lords and was amply rewarded by the
Zionists and the Israeli State. Only selected Khazar Jews are allowed out
of the USSR and most of these go to the United States which is the next
country they hope to take over by revolution.
The United States is being filled up with coloured people from all over
the world; Khazar Jews get laws through the Senate which discriminate
against the white population and Khazar Jew legal experts hound whites
before Khazar Jew judges for not complying with their laws. In Britain,
the Race Relations Acts were drafted by Zionists of the Board of Deputies
of British Jews and passed through Parliament when there were few
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members present. The Khazar Jew firm of Harry Bindman hound our
own kith and kin for not complying with their laws.
The Anglo-Saxon-Celtic nations, the USA, Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and allied nations like France, Germany, The Netherlands
etc. are being filled up with Asiatics, Negroes, Ragheads and half-breeds
and if you look behind the scenes you will find that those forcing this
upon us, are these same Khazar Jews.
Bogus scientists draft documents to attempt to show that the Negro and
the Asiatic are our equals in intelligence and skills. And when these
mendacious theories are found to be untrue, a plan for positive discrimination against the white indigenous population and in favour of the
immigrants, is thrust upon us, in Britain, by David Lane and all these
movements against us are financed from our own taxation. Nations
begging for more immigrants, i.e. British Honduras, are ignored.
By gaining teaching posts in Universities, colleges and schools, especially in the training of teachers and clergy (see Protocol XVI) and by taking
over the financial control of the mass media, national and most regional
papers, the BBC and especially the ITV they have influenced and are
influencing the education of our people, and this is why we have the
constant degradation of pornography, utmost filth and race mixing, on
these channels. The Khazar is dedicated to the destruction of our family
life and of our national life and to force the destruction of our race and of
all races by race mixing.
Rabbi Hugo Grynn, 16th August 1978 made a categorical statement that
the "Jews" were in the time of Christ not responsible for his crucifixion
which is contrary to the record of Scripture.
Christians wrote to the BBC and stated that as a Rabbi had been allowed
to put forward his views to the people of the Christian country which
were contrary to the record of the New Testament they should be allowed
to put forward the Christian point of view. But as the BBC is in the hands
of the Khazar Jews and those they have indoctrinated, so they were not
given this opportunity. The BBC and the ITV are only paying lip service
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to the Christian Faith but at the same time they are carrying out the
Khazar Jew programme to attempt to destroy the Faith.
THE CHURCH
The affect of their propaganda can be seen in the Church of England and
the Methodist Churches (read "Religion, Red and Rotten - by Henry Pike
and "The Fraudulent Gospel" by Bernard Smith). They are carrying out
their plan to destroy the Christian Church and establish an amalgam of all
faiths, the ecumenical movement, the religion of Humanism. This is
being promulgated by the World Council of Churches and by the British
Council of Churches in which Harry Morton who describes himself as a
Christian clergyman, operates.
This community of hypocrites are confusing our children in the schools
by advocating the teaching of all the faiths in a religious instruction
propaganda drive. Many of the senior clergy are atheists and the young
clergy are being trained in false doctrine.
The Gay Christian Movement is staffed by the following homosexual
clerics, who have no knowledge of their bibles and less of science: The
Rev, Richard Cottar, lecturer at Lincoln College, Cambridge. The Rev.
Giles Hibbert, teacher of Theology at Blackfriars, Oxford, who visits
Eastern Europe and advocates a Christian Marxist dialogue and writes for
Communist journals. The Rev. Borman Pittenger of the Divinity faculty
at Cambridge University, vice president of the Militant Campaign for
Homosexual Equality. The Rev. Peer Elers, president and vicar of Thaxted who marries homosexuals in his parish church.
No wonder the younger clergy of the established churches have no
knowledge of their bibles and have not read Leviticus 20:13 nor Romans
1:27.
Bishop Montefiore of Birmingham painted the Lord Jesus Christ as a
homosexual, born out of wedlock, in the August 7th issue of "Newsweek," 1967.
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This is exactly the teaching of the Babylonian Talmud.
Hugh Montefiore is the son of Chaim Sebag Montefiore a student of
Khazar Jewish Rabbis, a University lecturer on the New Testament, who
identified himself with the "Soundings Group of Theology" headed by
the Khazar Jew Alex Vidler Dean of Kings. In the Daily Telegraph of
22/11/71 was published a blasphemous ten commandments by this bishop. Members of the Sebag Montefiore clan have taken part in various
revolutionary activities and culture distortion programmes. Their ancestors were slave traders, money manipulators in international banks; often
intermarried with the Rothschilds.
The present generation is active in propaganda work, race mixing agitation and aid to the Soviet Union. See "The Councillor" researchers™
cards, nos. M42378 and S14582. Montefiore is now in a sensitive position in training Lay Readers for the Church of England. Another infiltrator into the established church is Paul Ostereicher, son of an Austrian
Khazar Jew who had the audacity as an alien to urge the bombing of our
own kith and kin in Rhodesia.
A Khazar Jewess had the temerity to criticise Mr. Nick Bugden, a
Conservative, who as a Christian refused to attend a service where a lot
of heathens were taking part in the service. Said Rene Short "It is quite
appalling that he should take this narrow sectarian view."

EDUCATION (See Protocol XIV)
In education, children are coming up from the primary schools unable to
read, write and calculate. It appears that no longer are teaching methods
being used in teacher training. (See Protocol XVI). The teaching by a new
maths method is completely confusing the children. Under the heading
"School Filth Upsets Parents" Daily Telegraph 10/10/77 the Conservative
MP for Derbyshire, Peter Roth, demanded an investigation into complaints concerned with the teaching of English in the Sinfin Community
school, Derbyshire.
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A book was being used "Us Boys from Westcroft" by a Khazar Jewess
Petronella Breinberg, published by McMillans Education, Ltd. in Topliner Series. Mr. Roth stated: "It can be no accident that 32 copies of this
book were bought for children approaching "0" levels. It contained bad
language, poor standards of English, incorrect grammar and punctuation."
Dr. Martin Cole, an aborter, reduces human beings to animals in his film
"Growing Up." This film was produced with a teacher, Mrs. Muspratt,
and shows copulation and Mrs. Muspratt naked, masturbating. The Khazar Jewess, Joan Lestor, Labour member for Slough, said that she could
see nothing wrong in this. This shows the difference in the Khazar Jewish
mind from that of the AngloSaxon.
As the Khazars are descended from Phallic Worshippers, this may be the
cause of the difference and we could do well to have the education of our
children done by members of our own Adamic Semetic Israelitic Race.
In the Daily Telegraph 9/12/75 we were told of a lecturer who sat in his
underpants on a box in class and gave a commentary on how to go to the
lavatory. His wife then came in dressed as a robot, she then completely
stripped and sexual intercourse was shown to 16 and 17 year olds. In the
Daily Tel. 17/9/72 it was stated that sex education films and sex films
were shown to 8-11 year olds giving knowledge on how to fornicate,
despite the opposition of the parents.
Dr. Stanley Ellison, Chairman of Responsible Society stated: "Certain
organizations are out to undermine the security of the family and to
ensure that adolescents engage in sexual intercourse at the earliest opportunity."
The move for comprehensive education and the phasing out of the private
sector is to carry out the decisions of the United Nations Charter and to
have a universal form of education.
The Khazar Jews have established pressure groups and propaganda
groups to change public opinion on capital punishment, homosexuality,
abortion, pornography, immigration, integration, positive discrimination,
and so on. It was Lea Abse who moved the Bill to change the homosexual
laws.
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PRESSURE GROUPS AND PROPAGANDA GROUPS
Other methods used by these Khazars to destroy us, whom they call
'Goyim' (always translated "Gentiles', but according to their Talmud it
means "cattle"), are the Bilderberger Conferences, the Council for Foreign Relations in the United States and the Imperial Institute for Foreign
Affairs in the United Kingdom. They also have the Council for Pacific
Relations in Australasia.
The Bilderberger Conference was established by the International Khazar
Jew bankers and its first session was held at the Bilderberger Hotel, at
Oosterbeek in Holland under the presidency of Price Bernhard of the
Netherlands. It's well guarded sessions are held in great secrecy to
influence politicians, bankers, academics, writers, industrialists and educators in the interests of their one world government.
These people go along like sheep to be told how the world is to be run
and little do they know of the wolves who are directing them. Margaret
Thatcher and Denis Healy attended the conferences at Cesme in Turkey
and at Torquay in the U.K.
REVOLUTION
Patriotic organizations were established in the 1950's to oppose the break
up of the British Commonwealth and Empire and they were immediately
labelled Fascist and Nazi by the Khazar organizations because they
threatened the Khazar plan for world government. The League of Empire
Loyalists of A.K. Chesterton. M.C. who had an honourable record in both
world wars, joined with two smaller organizations to form the National
Front in 1967 under his chairmanship. Immediately the whole blast of the
mass media and the establishment was directed at the National Front aided and abetted by those who had been indoctrinated against anything
patriotic and nationalist.
In the early seventies, the Angry Brigade reared its Khazar head (Daily
Tel. 4/9/71), members of whom were Anna Mendelsohn, James Greenfield, Christine Bott, Wolf Seebag and Rosemary Fiore. These aliens
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were charged with conspiring to cause explosions (Daily Tel. 24/8/71).
In the DT 3/6/72 it was revealed that the Angry Brigade, led by Anna
Mendelsohn, sought to disrupt the democratic society of this country. She
had sticks of gelignite, detonators, sub-machine guns and pistols in her
bedroom. The Angry Brigade were linked with AGITPROP, a Russian
sponsored organisation (DT 4/9/71). Documents seized in a raid on
AGITPROP showed it to be an organization associated with revolutionary movements and propaganda. The Angry Brigade bombed the Metropolitan Police computer room (23/5/71 Express).
The founder of the International Socialists is Ygael Gluckstein or Tony
Cliff, an Israeli citizen. His wife is Chanie Rosenberg who writes for the
Socialist Worker. Chanie's brother is Michael Rosenberg or Michael
Kidran who has a wealthy South African background, which enabled him
to buy his way into the International Socialist Movement. Socialism is a
system of control to be imposed on the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic people when
they have got rid of the Crown and the House of Lords in the interests of
wealthy Khazar Jews.
The Socialist Workers Party is openly revolutionary. During the week
ending the 3rd of March 1979 the television screen showed a film about
this party (SWP) which was quite emphatic in its aims 'Revolution by
violence.' This is a party of Khazar Jews leading coloured people and
disaffected Britons; its leaders are Gluckstein, Rosenberg, Kidron, Holborrowitz, Ludmer and the rest.
Both Marx and Lenin stated that the British were too stupid to organize
their own revolution and so one would have to be imported for them. This
has been done with the myriads of Negroes and Asiatics and others, who
have been brought here against our will by the Khazar aliens and those of
our own Adamic Semetic Israelitic Race who are more interested in
power and lining their pocket, than in their own people. And what did
they do to William Joyce?
The Board of Deputies of British Khazar Jews who had taken alarm at the
growth of the National Front and other patriotic movements, established
the Anti-Nazi League. They had been instilling a guilt complex in our
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people by the biggest lie of the Twentieth Century, "the supposed gassing
of six million Jews".
THE PRESS
Those who own the press use it for political warfare against the nation.
Evelyn King, MP wrote "A tiny body of unelected, unrepresentative and
sometimes bigoted persons control the media... their prejudices, drug
permissiveness, anti-police, anti-American politicians, repressive, agnostic, with a philosophy of failure." (World at One 'Do you think that the
police attract bullying types?)
THE PLANNED DESTRUCTION OF THE WHITE RACE
Part 3
Although most of the newspapers in this country are on the face of it
predominately Anglo-Saxon in ownership, Khazar still exert a considerable influence over the material they publish, chiefly in the editorial
sector. (See Protocol XII). Much of the material is written by Khazar
Jews such as Bernard Levin (Times), John Pilger (Sun), Karen Mayor
(Evening News), Max Hastings (Evening Standard), John Akass (Sun),
Milton Shulman (Standard and Express), Marjorie Proops (Mirror),
Claire Rayner (Sun). The worldwide syndicated agony columnists Ann
Landers and Abigail Van Buren (Dear Abby) are in fact two Khazar
Jewish sisters, Esther and Pauline Friedman. (Read "Let My People Go").
TREACHERY
Dr. David Owen in Moscow in 1977 stated that British interests in
Southern Africa were the same as those of the Soviet Union. The Soviet
Union's interests are to take over Southern Africa from the White race to
gain control of the mineral wealth for their financial masters, the international Khazar bankers and financiers, to dominate the ports of Southern
Africa, starve the West of raw materials and metals and strangle the oil
routes. Dr. David Owen committed Britain and her troops to fight under
a Soviet supreme commander with an Indian senior officer in command.
British government command paper 5924 of 1975 undertook to nationalize the British shipyards as a preliminary to closing them down and also
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undertook that after 1984 we will purchase any ships and hovercraft
required from the USSR, these purchases being their repayment for the
technology we have given them.
The international financiers are moving their capital to build up industries
in countries where labour is cheap thus putting our own people out of
work and denying our younger generation the training in the crafts and
skills developed by their fathers.
Agreements on co-operation in the fields of applied science and technology were signed by Fred Mulley and Anthony Wedgewood Benn, on
19th January 1968 (Command paper 3710 of 1968) which paved the way
for the transfer of virtually the whole of Britain's science and technology
to the Soviet Union.
A long term trade agreement (Command paper 4132 of 1969) provided
for industrial development to go into Soviet strategic industries instead of
into British strategic industries. By agreement in the 1960's (Command
paper 1375 of 1961 and 2059 of 1963) Soviet scientists were given the
techniques for mutating viruses, bacteria and other organisms for war
purposes while hair brained people led by the enemy were campaigning
for the closure of the laboratories at Portland Down.
The Soviet Union have since been given live samples of different strains
of foot and mouth diseases and a wide range of other agricultural diseases
and pests. (Command paper 2645 of 1965 and 6044 of 1974).
On the 17th of February 1975 Harold Wilson signed an agreement which
when fully implemented will make Britain entirely dependent on the
Soviets in trade and industry.
An agreement signed by Harold Wilson on February 17th 1975 included
several pages listing goods that by 1984 Britain will be committed to
buying from the USSR, goods that Britain would normally create herself
and sell on the world market. These are only a few of the actions selling
out Britain to the enemy and while you have had your eyes glued to the
goggle box, the real thing has been going an all about you.
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The chairman of the Labour Party's International Committee, Khazar Jew
Ian Mikardo, a communist Zionist millionaire invited Comrade Ponomarev, a top USSR communist to visit Britain (Daily Tel. 13/10/76). Britain
had been scheduled as a future colony of the USSR. They can not do
without our knowledge and skills but we will give this in slavery. Ian
Mikardo stated (Daily Tel. 27/11/76) that the Labour Party would play a
full administrative part in the Socialist International. Ponomarev was a
close friend and confidant of Josef Stalin and has just as an obnoxious
record as his former boss Alexander Shelepin.
Alexander Shelepin (D.T. 1/3/75), head of the KGB was an invited guest
to Britain by Len Murray (TUC) and Jack Jones (TUC). Shelepin was a
communist assassin.
In 1930 Dmitri Manulakio head of the Comintern, a post now held by
Ponomarev, stated: "We still have to lull the suspicions of the Bourgeoisie (goyim) and to this end we must organize the most spectacular pacifist
movement which ever existed."
OUR FUTURE
Plans are in operation for the reduction of the population of Great Britain
by two-thirds. This will be done by vasosectomy for the male white
population and abortion and sterilization for the female white population
and by the propagation of homosexuality among white youth. No abortions will be allowed to coloured women and white women who will give
birth to coloured (hybrid children) will be given a state grant. With the
rising birth rate of the coloured population, the British Isles could be
predominately coloured within a couple of decades.
WATCH THE TRENDS AND YOU WILL "SEE" THAT WE ARE
SPEAKING THE TRUTH.- THE NEW NATIONALITY ACT
A new nationality act is going to be put before parliament for acceptance.
Nationality will be based on the place of birth and not upon heredity and
ancestry. Those who have been born in the British Isles will be British
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nationals, but those of our kith and kin who have been born overseas will
become aliens.
United Nations policies are all aimed at progress towards, and hindering
opposition to, a One World Dictatorship. UNESCO has been particularly
active. Their racial policies are aimed at a complete mixing of the world's
populations, to help in the breakdown of national boundaries and loyalties and removal of national identities. It is for this reason that large
numbers of people are being transported, at enormous cost, from one
country to another.
The UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education (1613 of
1962), together with the UN Convention an the elimination of all forms
of racial discrimination (Nov. 20th 1963, but not submitted to Parliament
until 1969 ‘ Command 4108), and certain clauses in the Charter of
Human Rights, add up to a policy of complete mixing of the races,
identical "education" (the contents of which is being defined so as to
make indoctrination a better description), and inter-racial inter-breeding.
Two revealing exceptions are written into these conventions. Members of
the white races are officially to be actively discriminated against, at all
levels, while certain chosen children are to be given a better education in
order to be groomed as the future world administrators and rulers. In the
UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education the designated children are described as members of minority races in predominately
white countries.
The United Nations Act of 1946 was introduced to facilitate the implementation in the United Kingdom of such future UN decisions without
necessarily exposing them to debate in Parliament, and the responsibility
for the virtually uncontrolled immigration into the United Kingdom lies
with individual members of the Privy Council and the Home Office.
We have now reached a watershed. The new nationality act could set the
seal on multi-racialism in Britain -- that would inevitably lead to the
eradication of the British people and the establishment of an irreversible
Marxist dictatorship. Or a nationality act could be drafted that would
preserve the Christian Culture and traditions that the British people have
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worked for, fought for and died for during a thousand years and not least
in the wars of this century, and help turn the country and the world away
from the Marxist oppression and back to sanity.
It is impossible in this small book to uncover for you all the machinations
that are taking place behind the scenes against your nation, your family,
your liberty and your life. These plans that are being kept from you by the
controlled press and the rest of the mass media but the following book list
will help you gain further knowledge and confirm all that has been
written above.
WHAT IS PLANNED FOR US, AS TIME IS SHORT
General Pyotr Grigorenko in an interview with "Le Figaro" said that the
Soviet Army was prepared to intervene in Europe wherever there was a
weakness. He had been forced to seek asylum in the United States when
he was stripped of his Soviet citizenship in 1978. He warned that the
Soviet forces would attack Western Europe before the end of this year. It
is estimated that the Russian army could cross Europe in three hours.
There were strong troop movements in then Czechoslovakia involving
six infantry divisions and two artillery divisions and Admiral Gorchkov,
Soviet Navy Chief was said to have visited East Germany to supervise
amphibious exercises which might become an attempt to take control of
the North Sea. (Daily Tel. June).
In a memorandum produced at the request of an important member of the
present cabinet, it was stated that Russia is no longer afraid of Continental
NATO which has been so vastly out-armed that the US is only left with
a nuclear response which France and Germany will not tolerate. NATO
forces have no resistance beyond a few hours. IF the U.K. decided to
resist packing up, Russia would launch an airborne and surprise trawlerborne invasion of about 100,000 men, taking over the country and leaving
the Royal Navy stranded and without political direction.
Russia is only waiting for the termination of the Olympic Games which
are important for Russian morale. The report states: "I do know from an
extremely exalted source of great authority that Russia has decided to
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strike in the Middle East and at England and is convinced of German and
French neutrality. I am certain my source is beyond question or dispute
except by persons wholly irresponsible." At the Westminster Branch of
the United Nations Association, Lord Goronwy Roberts stated that he
intended that Britain should be totally disarmed by the end of 1980.
It seems to be a waste of time to warn the British public about the
intended invasion. One can produce Russian document after document,
but it is useless. No one can believe it could happen to them except of
course the unhappy Afghans. We sold out the Poles, the Czechs, the
Hungarians, South Yemen, Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia, Rhodesia
and soon South Africa will also go.
AND NOW WE HAVE AUTHORITATIVE INFORMATION THAT
IN SEPTEMBER THIS YEAR THERE IS A PLANNED FULL SCALE
NATO EXERCISE IN EUROPE TO DRAW FROM BRITAIN ALL ITS
ARMED FORCES.
THIS COULD BE THE SIGNAL OF THE OUTBREAK OF THE
COMMUNIST REVOLUTION LED BY KHAZAR JEWS OF THE
COLOURED RACES WHO HAVE BEEN BROUGHT HERE FOR
THE PURPOSE, AND AN AIRBORNE INVASION OF BRITAIN BY
THE SOVIET ARMY. TOO MUCH INFORMATION IS BEING
LEAKED OUT CONCERNING THE KHAZAR CONSPIRACY TO
CONTROL THE WORLD AND THEY MUST ACT NOW OR NEVER.
THERE IS CONCERN AMONG LOYAL ELEMENTS IN THE BRITISH ARMY WHO HAVE REQUESTED WESTMINSTER TO CALL
OFF THE NATO EXERCISE.
WE MUST REMEMBER THAT THE KHAZAR JEWISH BOLSHEVIKS TOOK OVER RUSSIA WITH MONGOL HORDES LED BY
LETT OFFICERS AND OVER 20 MILLION WHITE RUSSIAN
CHRISTIANS WERE RAPED, TORTURED SLAUGHTERED.
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THE PLANNED DESTRUCTION OF THE WHITE RACE Part 4
THE RULERS OF RUSSIA
A special report in the Sunday Times at the end of January on the alleged
constant feud between "hawks" and "droves" in Moscow and the proposition that the seizure of Afghanistan was the work of the "hawkish"
faction which succeeded in imposing its views, must have prompted
students of arcane politics once again to speculate on the precise part still
played by Jews in the furtherance of the Communist Empire which their
co-racials played so significant a part in launching."
Observers of the Kremlin claim to discover two groups there: an "Asia"
group of hawks and a "Europe" group, and the Eastern hawks appear to
have gained decisive ground. While admitting their inability to attach
names to Politburo members in the Asia group, some guesses have been
by "Kremlinologists", such as Professor Fred Starr of Tulane University
in New Orleans.
A forward policy in Asia is said to appeal, for instance to Mikhail Suslov
-- an influential backroom figure in the Kremlin whose real name is
Suess. He is a Jew. Two other "strongmen" whom the Sunday Times
claimed to identify are Yuri Andropov and Dmitri Ustinov. Andropov,
who is head of the K.G.B., was not born of that name; he was originally
a Liebermann. Ustinov, who replaced Grechko as Minister of Defence, is
the third Jew in this triumvirate of hard-liners --- his real name is Ulbricht.
That the views of such men should prevail in the Kremlin's corridors of
power would seem to conflict somewhat with the allegation to which the
media have subjected us over the years since the first verbal shots of the
cold war were exchanged in the late 1940s: namely, that Communism
behind the Iron Curtain has become increasingly anti-Jewish. Indeed, one
might ask if this be the case, how could Suslov, Andropov and Ustinov
have first come to hold the crucial positions of power which they now
command.
Bolshevism's Unchanging Nature
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So far from the idea placed in front of the public by the press and
television that the Soviet Union is anti-Semitic (that it may well be
anti-Zionist is another matter, for a disinclination to allow what might be
termed a state within a state and the divided loyalties witch this must
create is readily understandable), there is much evidence to support the
opinion that, largely Jewish in instigation in 1917, Bolshevism in Russia
today still derives much of its momentum from atheistic 'Jews'.
In November 1978, Candour published an article researched by A. F.
Karlow-Dalimilov which enquired into the antecedents of the Soviet
Union's present ruling gerontocracy. Not only were Suslov, Andropov
and Ustinov identified as Jews, but so were the following characters:
Andrey Andreyevich Gromyko. Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Viktor Vasilevitch Grishin. Real name Griasel.
Fedor Davidovich Kulakov. Born 1918 in Stayropol where he is remembered as a son of David Stein.
Dimitrj Stepanovich Polvansky. Real name Grendrich.
Avrid Janovich Pelshe.
Alexanda Nikolaevich Shelepin. Real name Scheen. Former K.G.B.
administrator involved with assassination.
Valadimir Vasilevich Scherbitsky.
Grenadij Ivanovich. Real name Abraham Arenschen.
Petre Morovich Masherov. Born 1918 in Shirki, son of a Jewish businessman.
Michail Sogejevich Solomonzov. Real name Salzman.
Kirill Masurov. Right-hand man of Kosygin.
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Were Father Denis Fahey still alive, doubtless he would have an abundance of material with which to update his scholarly and authoritative
work on the racial composition of the Kremlin's masters!
THE TRUTH SUPPRESSED
"As for anyone who does not know that the present revolutionary Bolshevist movement is 'Jewish' in Russia, I can only say that he must be a man
who is taken in by the suppressions of our deplorable Press. Hilaire
Belloc in G.K.'s Weekly. February 4th, 1937.
Candour, January 1980.
Exposed Jews Still Control Russia:
SOLZHENITSYN in describing the horrors inflicted upon the Russian
people by past and present communist rulers deceives most fair minded
and uninformed people as to the identity of these monsters of Moscow.
The truth which Solzhenitsyn (a Jew himself) hides is that all the slaughter, the diabolical tortures and soul destroying imprisonment are the
product of his racial kinsmen, THE JEWS.
The following information is presented by A. F. Karlow Dalimilov, a
Russian patriot. The actual governing body of the USSR is the Politburo
of the Communist Party.
This body consists of:--(1) LEONID BREZHNEV, born in the village of Dneprodzerhinsk,
married to a JEWESS ... children were brought up to speak Hebrew.
(2) DIMITRIJ FEDOROVICH USINOV (real name Ulbricht) JEW, born
1908 in Samara, now Kujbyshev. He replaced the JEW, Grechko as
Minister of Defence.
(3) ANDREY ANDREYEVICH GROMYKO, JEW, born 1909 in
Starye. This village remembers him as the son of Isaak Katz. He is now
Minister of Foreign Affairs.
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(4) VIKTOR VASILEVITCH GRISHIN (real name Griasel), JEW, born
1914 in Serpukhov.
(5) ALEXY NIKOLAEVICH KOSYGIN, Russian, born Leningrad.
(6) FEDOR DAVIDOVICH KULAKOV. JEW, born 1918 in Stavropol
where he is remembered as a son of David Stein. He is now one of the
most powerful men in the USSR.
(7) ANDREY PAVLOVICH KIRILENKO. Russian, born 1906 in village of Aleksevka.
(8) DIMITRJ STEPANOVICH POLYANSKY (real name GENDRICH,
JEW, born 1917 in Slavyanoerba.
(9) AVRID JANOVICH PELSHE, JEW, born 1899 in Moscow.
(10) ALEXANDA NIKOLAEVICH SHELEPIN (real name Scheen)
JEW born 1919 in Voronesh. Former K.G.B administrator involved with
assassinations.
(11) VALADIMIR VASILEVICH SCHERBITSKY, JEW, born 1918.
(12) PETRE DOMICHEV, Russian, born 1918 in Poschnaya.
(13) GRENADIJ IVANOVICH (real name Abraham Arenschen) JEW,
born 1910 in Raneski.
(14) MIKHAIL ANDREJOVICH SUSLOV (real name Suess) JEW,
born 1902 in Shakhovakoe. Among one of the most powerful men in
Russia. Receives his orders from the highest echelons of the American
Jewish Committee and B'nai B'rith, through his liaison officer Gromyko.
(13) YURIJ VLADIMIROVICH ANDROPOV (real name Lieberman)
JEW, born 1914, Chief of K.G.B.
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(16) PETRE MOROVICH MASHEROV, JEW, born 1918 in Shirki son
of Jewish businessman.
(17) IVAN VASILOVICH KAPITANOV, born in 1915 in Zarayak.
Russian.
(19) BORIS NIKOLAEVICH PONOMAREV, born 1905 in Barbyrka
Russian.
(19) MICHAIL SOGWEVICH SOLOMONZOV (real name Salzman)
JEW, born 1913.
(20) NIKOLAI VICTORVICH PODGORNY, born 1903 in Karlovka.
Russian.
(21) KIRILL MASUROV, JEW, right hand man of Kosygin.
(22) GRIGORY V. ROMANOFF. Nothing known of him yet.
A cursory inspection of the Soviet diplomatic corps reveals that 90% of
the Soviet Ambassadors are 'JEWS'.
The following JEWS are in key diplomatic posts: DEBRININ (real name
Guttman), Ambassador to USA. ZORIN (real name Sonnenschein),
former Ambassador to Czechoslovakia. JUDIN, former Ambassador to
Red China. FALLIN, Ambassador to West Germany. Also included are
GRISCHIN, MITKIN, SILIN, ROSCHIN, MOROSOV, YEPISHEV,
SKRBYANIN and BENEDIKTOV. (ALL JEWS).
TO FACILITATE JEWISH RULE OF THE GLOBE THE JEWS IN
MOSCOW AND THE JEWS IN WASHINGTON (AND EUROPE)
HAVE AGREED ON CERTAIN SPHERES OF INFLUENCE.
THE EASTERN, UNDER SUSLOV ANDROPOV KULAKOV
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THE WEST UNDER the ROTHSCHILDS AND ROCKEFELLERS (BOTH JEWS).
JEWS IN PARLIAMENT
According to the May 11th issue of the Jewish Chronicle, thirty-two
Khazar Jewish Members of Parliament were returned in last month's
General Election, a full dozen short of the record number of Jews elected
in October 1974. Khazar Jewish Socialists outnumber those of the Conservative Party. The ratio is twenty-one to eleven, as compared with
thirty-five to nine after the previous election. Six of the successful
"Conservative" Jews have been appointed by Mrs. Thatcher to her administration, with a seventh being added in the form of Councillor Irwin
Bellow, leader of Leeds City Council, who has been given a life peerage
to become spokesman for the Department of the Environment in the
Lords. In addition, Mrs. Thatcher has appointed as chief of staff of her
political office Mr. David Wolfson, a nephew of Sir Isaac and a former
director of Great Universal Stores.
This Parliament is the thirty-first since Baron Lionel de Rothschild took
his seat as the first Jewish M.P. in July 1858.
Set out below is a list of the Jewish M.P.s in the Commons, as published
by the Jewish Chronicle, along with their constituencies:
CONSERVATIVES Leon Brittan (Cleveland and Whitby), Sheila Faith
(Belper), Geoffrey Finsbery (Hampstead), Toby Jessel (Twickenham),
Sit Keith Joseph (Leeds North-East), Ivan Lawrence (Burton-on-Trent),
Nigel Lawson (Blaby), John Lee (Nelson and Colne), Sally Oppenheim
(Gloucester), Malcolm Rifkind (Edinburgh Pentlands), Anthony Steen
(Liverpool Wavertree).
LABOUR Leo Abse (Pontypool), Frank Allaun (Salford East), Joel
Barnett (Heywood and Reyton), Arthur Davidson (Accrington), Clinton
Davis (Hackney Central), Jack Dunnett (Nottingham East), Reginald
Freeson (Brent Fast), David Ginsburg (Dewsbury), Greville Janner
(Leicester West), Gerald Kaufman (Manchester Ardwick). Harold Lever
(Manchester Central), Edward Lyons (Bradford West), tan Mikardo
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(Bethnal Green and Bow), Maurice Miller (East Kilbride), Neville Sandelson (Hayes and Harlington), Robert Sheldon (Ashton-under-Lyne),
Renee Short (Wolverhampton North East), John Silkin (Deptford), Samuel Silkin (Dulwich), Julius Silverman (Birmingham Erdington), David
Winnick (Walsall North).
That the J.C.'s list may by no means be complete is suggested by the
following snippet from the pen of its 'Chronicler' columnist in the May
11th issue:
"As in the previous three Parliaments, the only Cohen in the new House
of Commons is a Roman Catholic (Candour Editor). Mr. Stanley Cages,
a former railway clerk, has held Leeds South East since 1970. He told me
then that there was 'some Jewish grandparent in the distant past'."
And, of course, Mr. Callaghan had a Granny Bernstein!
ROTHSCHILD'S COMMON MARKET
This month's elections for the so-called European Assembly, with their
creation of huge, artificial Constituency-units, echo a forecast made by
Edmond de Rothschild on 18th July, 1970, in the magazine Enterprise,
and reproduced in Hamish Fraser's pamphlet; The Forthcoming European
Elections in the Light of Papal Teaching:
"Western Europe, i.e. the six countries of the Common Market plus Great
Britain and perhaps Ireland and the Scandinavian countries, according to
modalities to be defined, are going to constitute a federal political Europe, but because each individual feels the need to be situated within a
restricted milieu, he will identify himself with a province, be it Wurtemberg or Savoy, Brittany, Alsace-Lorraine, or the Walloon region. Under
these conditions, the structure that must give way is the Nation."
In those words, Mr. Fraser's pamphlet comments, "was cynically exposed
the tactic of the war on two fronts that is being waged against the nation:
to break it into fragments by separatism and to finish off by taking from
it all real sovereignty."
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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